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Material phenomenology and language
(or, pathos and language)*

MICHEL HENRY
16, rue Jacques Coeur, 34000 Montpellier, France

The brief comments that I am proposing here on language are given in
the name of phenomenology. The phrase “the phenomenology of lan-
guage”, can be understood in two senses. On the one hand, phenom-
enology can be understood as a method of investigation, in which case
the phenomenology of language consists in the application of this method
to a specific problem. In this “application,” phenomenology has the op-
portunity to demonstrate its fecundity as an original discipline by dis-
playing the means which define it. Husserl had followed this path after
the turning point of 1900. The intervention of a method which was not
yet elucidated but which was already the method of intentional analysis
gives rise to one of the greatest analyses of language that contemporary
thought has at its disposal. Whether they acknowledge it or not, phi-
losophy and other disciplines such as linguistics will come to borrow a
variety of insights from this analysis.

The implementation of a defining method requires phenomenology,
however, to thematize itself, and, more generally, to become radically
self-conscious. The presuppositions upon which phenomenology is based
then progressively come to light for it. Today, we can recognize them in
the famous section seven of Being and Time, and formulate them as
follows.

1. Phenomenology is not defined first in fact as a method but by means
of its object. This object does not designate the set of phenomena, but
what makes each phenomenon what it is, that is, the phenomenon’s
phenomenality considered as such – its appearance, its manifestation,
its revelation or yet the truth understood in an originary sense.

*Translated by Leonard Lawlor, with permissions of M. Henry and Editions du Cerf.
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2. One of the first consequences of this definition of phenomenology is
paradoxical; the definition eliminates the question of the method; the ques-
tion of the method is at any rate absorbed back into the question of the
object. The genuine object of phenomenology is phenomenality, because
phenomenality constitutes our access to the phenomenon; in its very
phenomenalization, phenomenality opens the path which leads right up
to the phenomenon. Now, in its ultimate possibility, the method is noth-
ing other than this openness of a path leading to the phenomenon; it
allows us to apprehend the phenomenon and to know it.

As well, we see the phenomenological reduction which constitutes
the essential core of Husserl’s method disappear from Heidegger’s analy-
sis of truth. The substitutes that some attempt to discover for it, the
Difference between Being and the being (as Heidegger himself says),
anxiety according to Jean-Francois Courtine, are only diverse formula-
tions of the originary event of the pure phenomenality which consti-
tutes the unique donation of Being. With Husserl, of course, the method
remains at the center of the problematic, but we will see that the method
constantly confronts the prior question of phenomenality; in fact, the
method remains so dependent on phenomenality that its possibility as
well as its many difficulties are based on it.

3. At the same time as it is taking the place of the method, and basically
for the same reason, phenomenality is given in section seven of Being
and Time a still more decisive importance. Insofar as it founds the pos-
sibility of an access to the phenomena, phenomenality also constitutes
the possibility of language. Indeed, solely because phenomenality blazes
the path by which things and phenomena advent to an encounter with us
in order to offer themselves to our apprehension, because they show
themselves to us, we can speak of them, name them, refer ourselves to
them in this nomination, describe them, produce on their subject the
many predications out of which our knowledge and our discourse are
simultaneously composed.

If, therefore, appearing constitutes the incontrovertible condition of
every conceivable language (which it does by discovering, first of all,
everything that this language speaks about at the same time as what it is
saying about it and will be able to say about it), then the sense of a
“phenomenology of language” has been totally reversed. Far from be-
ing proposed as one theme or object among others for the work of
phenomenological elucidation (a phenomenology of language just as
there can be a phenomenology of social forms, of the work of art, etc.),
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language belongs, on the contrary, to the internal conditions of this proc-
ess of elucidation; it is this internal condition if it is true that it bears
within itself the capacity for making us see what it designates by nam-
ing it before pursuing the analysis of it either in the spontaneous asser-
tions of common sense or in the advanced propositions of scientific
knowledge. But, not only must the things be able to show themselves to
us (the things to which these propositions refer), but also these proposi-
tions themselves must be able to show themselves, and they can do this
only in a monstration proper to language, a monstration which consti-
tutes its originary essence, its Logos. The primitive Saying is never there-
fore on the side of what is said, that is, on the side of what is shown; it
is what shows.

4. The discovery of the original connection between phenomenality and
language – the second finding its possibility in the first – brings us be-
fore an urgent question. Insofar as all systems of language (beyond their
diversity, beyond the diversity of their structures and their own rules)
refer to a prior possibility of speaking and hearing which is no longer a
phenomenon but precisely the phenomenon’s possibility – since only
by adventing in the phenomenal condition is anything, regardless of what
it is, susceptible of being said – then one has to explain what this advent
is, this phenomenalization of the pure phenomenality which defines con-
jointly the object of phenomenology and the ultimate foundation of every
possible language.

Now, if one questions the way phenomenology historically developed
from Husserl, one has to see that phenomenology has left this question
which is crucial for it in the dark, the question of pure phenomenality.
Let us consider as a sort of example the principles that this phenom-
enology has explicitly recognized as its own. The first, “so much ap-
pearance, so much being,” does not specify what is here understood as
“appearance” – it would be better to say “appearing” – on which how-
ever being itself depends. The subordination of ontology to phenom-
enology thus leaves the principle of this subordination totally
undetermined. Likewise, another principle, no less decisive since it
founds the methodological postulation of phenomenology so much so
that it serves as its slogan: “Zu den Sachen Selbst!” (“To the things
themselves!”), also leaves undetermined what defines this immediate
access to the things, an access which is nothing other than their own
appearing.
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Nevertheless, if we look closely there, we see that, behind the
phenomenological indetermination of the principle of phenomenology, and
due to this indetermination, a certain conception of phenomenality slips in
surreptitiously. This is the very conception which presents itself first to
ordinary thought and also constitutes the oldest and the least critical pre-
supposition of traditional philosophy. It is the conception of phenomenality
which is borrowed from the immediate perception of mundane objects; at
the end of the account, it is borrowed from the appearing of the world it-
self. This disastrous confusion of the appearing of the world with the es-
sence of all conceivable appearing overtakes phenomenology as a whole
and notably its theory of language since the latter is based on appearing.

In Husserl’s phenomenology, it is the “principle of all principles”
which exposes the full scope of this confusion. This principle posits
intuition, “every originary donative intuition [as] an in principle source
of knowledge” (Ideas I, section 24). What gives in intuition and what
makes it be a donative intuition is the structure of consciousness, such
as Husserl understands it, insofar as it is intentional. Certainly, fulfilled
intentionality qualifies stricto sensu the concept of intuition, but intui-
tion owes its phenomenological power (the power to institute in the con-
dition of being a phenomenon by making phenomenality emerge) to
intentionality. This emergence consists in the movement by which in-
tentionality is thrown outside of itself by overcoming itself towards its
intentional correlate insofar as it is a transcendent object. This distanc-
ing into the primitive “outside” where intentionality unfolds itself con-
stitutes phenomenality in its purity.

When appearing is accomplished as the making-see of intentionality,
the subordination of language to phenomenality (phenomenality under-
stood as distancing) opens the way to the intentional conception of lan-
guage which will always be Husserl’s great discovery. Although it is
the original making things be seen in perception, intentionality is still
the making-see which is limited to signifying them in language. This
ability to economize on perception is what distinguishes the human from
the animal at the same time as it constitutes the principal foundation of
humanity’s immense power. Dissociated from perception, composed of
meanings, intentional language is still however subordinated to, entirely
dependent on, one sole conception of phenomenality.

If we return to section 7 of Being and Time, we see the phen-
omenological situation we are describing being taken to its most ex-
treme point. The connection established between the monstration in
which the phenomenon and language (which everywhere presupposes
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this donation) are given entails the decisive consequence that the nature
of originary language is defined by the nature of the monstration to the
point of being identified with it. Now, the nature of monstration does
not remain more indeterminate than in the case of intentionality; it is
explicitly understood on the basis of the Greek concept of phainomenon
and its root, pha, phos: the light. To show itself, to advent in the condi-
tion of being a phenomenon means then to come to light, to enter into
the light of a world. More profoundly, the appearing of the phenomenon
designates the advent of the world itself, the emergence of the “out-
side,” in such a way that this advent of the outside from the Outside con-
stitutes the phenomenalization of phenomenality. When phenomenality
is analyzed for itself and understood as ecstatic temporality in division
two of Being and Time (the ontic considerations of Dasein having been
finally eliminated), the definition of ecstatic temporality as pure
exteriority appears decisive. “Zeitlichkeit ist das ursprungliche ‘Ausser-
sich’ an und fur sich selbst.” (“Temporality is the ‘outside of itself’ in
and for itself.”). And the phenomenality which is clarified in this way in
the temporalization of temporality is precisely that of the world. “Die
Welt . . . zeitigt sich in der Zeitlichkeit. Sie ‘ist’ mit dem Ausser-sich
der Ekstasen ‘da’.” (“The world . . . temporalizes itself in temporality.
It ‘is’ with the outside of itself of the ecstases, ‘there’.”) (Being and
Time, sections 65 and 69 c).1

The reference of the originary nature of language to the ecstatic truth
of Being constitutes the explicit content of the essays collected in On
the Way to Language. The saying of speech is revealed there to be noth-
ing other than the Greek appearing, this advent of the outside in which
all of what we see and all about which we speak is given to us> “Sagen,
sagen, heisst zeigen: erscheinen lassen, lichtend-verbergend frei-geben.”
(“To say,” sagan, means to show: to give to be seen, to make appear, to
set free in a clearing”). This assimilation of saying to the appearing of
the world is constant: “aus dem Sagen, worin sich das Erscheinenlassen
von Welt begibt.” (“On the basis of the saying, in which the letting-
appear of the world is set forth”). The assimilation is authorized by a
pedantic etymology which aims to make the German “zeigen” (to show)
and the Old German “sagan,” from which the Modern German “sagen”
(to say) is derived, say the same thing: this “showing” which means
“saying” and this “saying” which means “showing” (Unterwegs zur
Sprache [Pfullingen: Neske, 1959], pp. 200, 208).2

This reciprocity of appearing and speech is the object of a precise
analysis. What speech gives to see and of which it speaks is the being.
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To give the being to be seen, nevertheless, is to give something else and
something higher to be seen, namely, the advent into presence in which
the being comes to us. “Das Wort . . . ist nicht mehr nur benennender
Griff nach dem schon vorgestellten Anwesenden, nicht nur Mittel der
Darstellung des Vorliegenden. Dem entgegen verleiht das Wort erst
Anwesen, d.h. Sein, worin etwas als Seiendes erscheint.” (“The word
. . . is no longer an instrument for giving a name to something which is
there, already represented, a means for exhibiting what lies before us.
On the contrary, the word first bestows the advent of presence, that is,
Being, in which something appears as a being.”) (Unterwegs zur Sprache,
p. 227).3

We have to ask then if there is a specific word for saying this “other
rule” of the word in which the word renounces the saying of the being in
order to say Being. “Das alteste Wort für das so gedachte Walten des
Wortes, für das Sagen, heisst Logos: die Sage, die zeigend Seiendes in
sein es ist erscheinen lasst. Das selbe Wort Logos ist aber als Wort für das
Sagens zugleich das Wort für das Sein, d.h. für das Anwesen des
Anwesenden.” (“The oldest word for the rule of the word thus thought for
saying is logos: saying which in showing lets beings appear in their it is.
The same word logos however is insofar as it is the word for saying also
the word for Being, that is, for the advent into presence of what is present.”
(Unterwegs zur Sprache, p. 237).4

If Logos is the word for the advent into presence of all of what shows
itself, it depends, obviously, on the nature of this advent. Such a depend-
ence is rigorous and must be analyzed in its own right.

Three characteristics define the advent into presence which consists in
the appearing of the world. First, the unconcealing appearing is different
from what is unconcealed in it to the point that the unconcealment consists
in this difference. In section 44 of Being and Time, Heidegger distinguishes
the originary truth (the unconcealment) and what is true (the unconcealed).
Nevertheless, it seems to us that such a difference is posited only when the
originary truth is understood as the “outside of itself” of the world.

Second, because the unconcealing appearing in the “outside of itself”
of the world differs from what is unveiled in it, it is totally indifferent to
it, the ec-stasis of the world dispensing its light indifferently upon every
being – “over the just as well as over the unjust.”

Third, the indifference of the appearing of the world to all of what
shows itself in it refers to a still more decisive situation, to the incapacity
of this appearing to posit the reality uncovered in it. This appearing, ac-
cording to Heidegger’s explicit assertion, does not create this reality; it is
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limited to unconcealing it (“macht nicht, offnet”). It is impossible  not to
see here a paradox which strikes at the heart of phenomenology’s very
principle. According to this principle, it is phenomenality which provides
being. By appearing and only inasmuch as it appears is anything whatso-
ever susceptible of being. And yet, here it has been conceded that what
appears owes its existence precisely not to the power of the appearing,
since the power of appearing is limited to uncovering a being which pre-
exists it and which would not be able therefore to depend on it in a genu-
ine ontological sense.

Now, these three characteristics of the appearing of the world – here
briefly sketched but obviously decisive – are precisely those of the lan-
guage which is founded upon such an appearing and that, for this reason,
we will call from now on the language of the world.

First, each word constitutive of this language is different from the par-
ticular reality – different from the “being” – which it intends each time it
is used. Therefore just as the ecstatic appearing reveals itself as being
indifferent to all of that to which it gives appearance precisely because it
differs from it, this difference which separates it from all that it desig-
nates is the reason why each word of the language of the world turns out
to be indifferent to this referent. In an extraordinary epistle (3, 6), Saint
James denounces this indifference when he says that “the tongue is . . .
evil in its universality.”

In fact, by means of its indifference to the thing designated, the word
could just as well name something else, one word being applied in this
way to two different realities in a disastrous confusion that nothing (be-
side a pure convention) is able to dispel. Conversely, and always by vir-
tue of the indifference which is established between word and thing, two
different words are able to qualify one reality. This is the situation that
Saint James denounces as the universal perversion of the tongue when
“with it we bless the Lord and the Father and with it we curse men who
are made in the image of God. From the same mouth come blessings and
curses” (3, 9–10).

Solely because language blesses and curses in turn that which is the
Same – the Lord and his image, God and his sons – solely because it fails
to penetrate into what it claims to say and about which – in praise or in
blame – it can only slander, language does not contain within itself the
reality of which it speaks. Difference and indifference are here only the
consequence of this primary ontological insufficiency. But then, does not
this third characteristic of the language of the world obviously carry within
itself the characteristic of the appearing of the world, that is, the original
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and definitive incapacity of such an appearing to posit the reality that it
“unconceals” but never “creates”? The most decisive characteristic of the
language of the world which human speak and which, since always, de-
fines in their eyes the prototype of every conceivable language is con-
tained in this impotence, which is immediately copied off the impotence
of appearing (on which language depends).

Let us consider the first stanza of Trakl’s poem entitled “A Winter
Evening”:

Wenn der Schnee ans Fenster fallt,
Lang die Sbendglocke lautet,
Vielen ist der Tisch bereitet
Und das Haus ist wohlbestellt.

(Window with falling snow is arrayed,
Long tolls the vesper bell,
The house is provided well,
The table is for many laid).5

We are following Heidegger’s commentary by observing that the things
named by the poet – snow, the bell, the evening – as called by their name,
come to presence. They show themselves to us while we read the poem.
And yet, they do not take their place among the objects which surrounds
us, in the room where we are sitting. They are present but in a sort of
absence. Present in this way: evoked by the poet’s word, they appear;
absent in this way: although appearing, they are not there. This is the
enigma of the poet’s word: to make the thing appear and thus seem to
give being to it in such a way, however, that, although said by this word,
the thing does not exist. The word gives being by withdrawing being from
the thing; it provides the thing but as not being.

Now, the poet’s word is not the only kind of language which gives in
such a way as to withdraw being as it gives it. Every human word does
the same; it offers what it names only in a pseudo-presence so that the
thing named, as long as it exists only in this nomination and by means of
it, does not really exist. The one who says, “I have a thaler in my pocket,”
does not possess one by saying that. However, this incapacity of human
language to produce through its word the reality of all of that about which
it speaks is not based exactly on speech as such but on the appearing to
which it asks for its ultimate phenomenological possibility. The impo-
tence that speech manifest everywhere flows from the mode of this ap-
pearing and from it alone.
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Thus are we referred to our liminary remarks: 1) to the original con-
nection of speech and the appearing on which it rests; 2) to the disastrous
reduction, in Husserl’s as well as Heidegger’s phenomenology, of this
appearing to the one of primordial “outside” of the world; 3) to the genu-
ine origin of the impotence of human language which is based in the fact
that, throwing all reality outside of itself in order to render it manifest in
this self-exteriority, it also strips it of its substance, reducing it to these
sort of efflorescences on death that the poem provides. Evanescent appa-
ritions about the world’s foundation in nothingness or noematic mean-
ings of intentional language, both are struck with the same in principle
irreality. The world, this vast world where everything comes to presence
only in a primary absence, an absence Augustine called memory – the
memory in which everything is there, but in which nothing is ever present.
And, likewise, when Kant fixed the apriori conditions of what he calls
“all possible experience” and which was in fact only the experience of
the world, he too could not – on the basis of these phenomenological,
ecstatic forms of both pure intuition and the concept (both of which he
called representations) – posit the least bit of existence; he had to ask
sensation, that is, he had to ask life.

Life is the original appearing that from now on we are going to desig-
nate with the word “revelation.” In this way, the reduction, in which clas-
sical phenomenology engages, of all conceivable appearing to the appearing
of the world will be dispelled. In a rigorous way, we must dissociate the
characteristics which define the appearing of the world from those which
define the revelation of life. These characteristics are exactly opposed to
one another.

The first feature of the revelation of life is that it is accomplished as a
self-revelation. Life revealing itself means that it experiences itself. This
self-revelation could not be assimilated to a tautology. In self-revelation,
the Same would not, so to speak, be named twice, the first time as what
reveals or affects, the second time as what is revealed with the result that
the affecting and the affected would be presented as two different reali-
ties, each finding itself defined by its function. Only in the world’s “be-
ing outside of itself” does the self-revelation of life divide itself by
destroying itself. The dialectical process which illustrates this situation is
only the advanced expression of a conception of phenomenality which
has placed phenomenality in the oppositional structure of Difference: in
the world’s “outside of itself.”

Irreducible to tautology, the self-revelation of life marks the place of
an original and absolute generation. Experiencing itself, life takes hold of
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itself; it increases itself, enriching itself with its own substance by being
submerged into it. Experiencing oneself has therefore nothing to do with
the formal and empty equality of “A = A,” an equality which can be
seen only in the difference of these terms. In contrast, life is an imma-
nent process, the eternal process in which life comes to itself; life pulls
itself in against itself and plays with itself, producing its own essence
insofar as this essence consists in and is complete in this self-enjoy-
ment. Thus the process in which life reveals itself to itself is identical
with the process of its generation insofar as this is understood as self-
generation. Life is a self-movement which experiences itself and never
stops experiencing itself in this very movement and this happens in such
a way that nothing ever detaches itself from this self-experiencing move-
ment, in such a way that nothing slips out of this moving self-experi-
ence.

But in this self-experiencing movement something advents which is
still more admirable. In the endless advent of life in its self-experience,
an Ipseity is born without which no experience of this type would be
possible. Inasmuch as this self-experience is a self-experience which is
phenomenologically actual and thus singular, the Ipseity in which this
experience is accomplished is also singular; it is a singular Self generated
in Life as the Self of the First Living Being in which life experiences
itself and thus is revealed to itself – as its Verb.

Here, the guiding threat of our investigation again demands our atten-
tion at the same time as what we have call phenomenology is specified in
its ultimate motivation. On the basis of the First Logical Investigation in
an implicit way and in Being and Time’s section seven in an explicit way,
the essential connection between language and appearing would be un-
covered as a decisive theme if it is true that the nature of language de-
pends on that of the appearing that it always presupposes. If this is true,
then this other incontestable fact asserts itself: if, as we have just estab-
lished, phenomenality phenomenalizes itself originally according to a
mode of phenomenalization radically different from that of the world,
namely, life itself grasped in its pure, phenomenological essence as self-
revelation, then there must also be another language than the language
of the world (a language different from the language constructed out of
noematic meanings foreign to the reality of their referent, in other words,
different from the language to which we generally limit the concept of
language); this other language would be dependent on the mode of
phenomenalization proper to life inasmuch as the appearing of life is
opposed feature for feature to the appearing of the world.
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On the basis of the phenomenological properties of life, we can grasp
apriori the essence of this other language (which is based on life’s self-
revelation and which is usually obscured) as the very way through which
life reveals in its self-revelation. For the way in which life reveals is the
way in which it speaks. And, inasmuch as it reveals in its self-revelation,
without starting outside of itself in the difference of the world, then as
opposed to every other language, which is always related to a referent
exterior to itself, the speech that life speaks presents the extraordinary
characteristic that it never speaks but of itself.

It does not speak like a bore who, throughout his conversations, never
has any other intention than to refer to himself. Life’s speech intends
precisely nothing – and itself less than everything. It contains in itself no
intentionality. Someone might object that life, in its self-revelation, must
be related to itself if it itself constitutes the content of this revelation.
Does not this self-relation also make the essence of the Self that it gener-
ates by generating itself? What would life say, what would remain for it
to say if, while having no external referent at all, it were deprived at any
rate of saying itself?

But, what is important in a radical phenomenology is the phe-
nomenological essence of this self-relation. Every relation which does
not stand out against the horizon of the world and which does not render
the world manifest in its way draws its possibility from pathos. Pathos
designates the mode of phenomenalization according to which life
phenomenalizes in its originary self-revelation; it designates the
phenomenological material out of which this self-donation is made, its
flesh: a transcendental and pure affectivity in which everything experi-
encing itself finds its concrete, phenomenological actualization. In this
pathos, the “how” of revelation becomes its content; its Wie is a Was. If
life originally reveals nothing but its own reality, this is solely because
its mode of revelation is pathos, which is this essence entirely concerned
with itself, this plenitude of a flesh immersed in the self-affection of its
suffering and joy. In the immanence of its own pathos, this reality of
life is then not any life whatsoever. It is everything except what con-
temporary thought will turn it into, that is, some impersonal, anony-
mous, blind, mute essence. In itself, the reality of life bears necessarily
this Self generated in its pathetic self-generation, this Self which re-
veals itself only in Life as the proper self-revelation of this Life – that
is, as its Logos.

We see then in complete rigor what the Logos, what the Speech of life
is. To the impotence of the speech of the world, which is incapable of
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positing the reality of which it speaks, obliged therefore to find it as a
mysterious existence which precedes it and which owes nothing to it, the
Speech of life opposes its hyper-potency, that of generating the reality of
which it speaks. This does not mean that it “creates,” since every creation
is that of a world in the appearing by means of which all of what it shows
is irrealized. The speech of life generates reality inasmuch as it reveals as
life does: life generates its own reality by experiencing itself in the Self
in which it self-reveals itself. Thus, the Speech of life reveals simultane-
ously the reality of life and the Self without which no life is living. The
unthought of our ultimate, phenomenological condition, that of being liv-
ing beings in life, consists in this double revelation.

Certain responses have taken shape for the constellation of problems
connected to the phenomenological definition of Speech. How does this
speech speak? What does it say? It speaks insofar as it is life. What does
it say? It says itself. But to whom does it speak? This is an inevitable
question since every language is addressed to someone and makes sense
only as being addressed. Heidegger’s merit lies in having seen in its
radicality a state of things which passes for being obvious. As one can
see in On the Way to Language, a speech everywhere already present –
which gives itself and which says itself – addresses speech to us, allow-
ing us to speak in our turn. This precedent of speech over the human
speaking determining their relation makes man be what he is: “Das so
Ereignete, das Menschenwesen, ist durch die Sprache in sein Eigenes
gebracht” (Unterwegs zur Sprache, p. 30). (“What has thus taken place,
human being, has been brought into its own by language”).6

To put this phenomenologically, if the appearing speaks insofar as it
shows, the one who can hear its speech is the one who is open to the
monstration of this appearing, is the one who is defined by this openness,
being nothing other than it. But who is this, the one who can hear the
speech of appearing? How and why is he a Self – irreducibly singular,
always mine? By conceiving Speech on the basis of the anonymous Event
of a pure exteriority, one can indeed define some sort of agency abstractly
through its openness to such an Event. How can one not see that some-
thing like an actual Self is found here purely and presupposed like com-
mon sense, if it is true that the possibility of such a Self and thus of every
conceivable “I” – if the essence of Ipseity, which is immediately annihi-
lated in every form of exteriority – is born nowhere else than in place
where life engenders itself by experiencing itself in the pathos of its self-
revelation? Only in this way does the original Speech, which precedes
everything, not speak in the desert; only in this way is there in fact some-
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one who hears it, the one to whom it has given a Self to be, a Self given to
itself in its self-donation to speech – a Self living in Life.

What the original Speech of life says to every living being is therefore
its own life. Thus is it possible to recognize this speech in each living
being or in each of the modalities of its life. Let us consider the suffering
that I experience. The suffering does not say, for example, that “I suffer,
someone is guilty,” which lets one think that one ought to add ultimately
some cause or something like that to the suffering one feels. In its nudity,
in its naivety, in its total exposure, in its pure self-experience, what suf-
fering says is itself and nothing else. But it does not say that either – it
does not say itself – by saying at any rate “I suffer,” by forming the “suf-
fering” meaning whose connection with the “I” meaning would consti-
tute the substance of its speech. It says itself in such a way that, in order
to know that about which it is talking, it would not be necessary for the
intentional language to have already produced these meanings; it says
itself in such a way also that it would not be necessary for the saying of
the suffering to be composed of these meanings and to be itself some-
thing ideal. But, in itself suffering is nothing ideal. If suffering says to us
what it says to us without recourse to any moment in the language of
humans, then we must ask, “how does it say it?” In its suffering and by it.
We see therefore why suffering is a speech, why it is suffering who speaks
and suffering who says: the revelation of what, in this way, it tells us is
done in and by the flesh of its suffering so that what it tells us is itself,
this suffering flesh and nothing else. At the same time as this speech of
suffering, which is only an example, we find before us an infinite number
of speeches which draw their saying from the infinite number of the
modalities of the lives of numerous living beings; we find ourselves be-
fore this “language of real life,” as Marx says, without which there would
no other language – these other languages only every signify emptily,
apres coup, the first epiphanies of our flesh. Without this language of real
life, no speech of any kind would ever be able to speak.

As soon as we ask, “how does suffering speak?”, inevitably we sense
that it says to us something in addition to its own suffering flesh. It says
itself to us; this is what is added to its own suffering flesh and, in fact,
this is what makes it possible. For no suffering ever advents as the suffer-
ing of no one. Since it bears in itself the Self who suffers it, we are obliged
to reconsider the question “How” according to which this suffering speaks.
It does not speak by itself, if it is true that its own revelation is not pre-
cisely its own doing. Only in the self-donation of life and inasmuch as the
latter is accomplished does each suffering experience itself, in its own
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Self, but first in the originary Self that absolute life generates in itself in its
self-revelation to itself. In this way, within the very heart of suffering, life
has already spoken otherwise, in an older suffering, this older suffering in
which life embraces itself in the process of its self-advent, in the love and
enjoyment of itself – this older suffering which lives in every modality of
life, suffering or joy, because in either suffering or joy, it is this older
suffering which gives suffering or joy to itself inasmuch as in this older
suffering, in this original pathos which belongs to it, absolute Life gives
itself to itself.

Insofar as absolute Life reveals itself in the older suffering by giving it
to itself, the speech of Life speaks in every living being. It is addressed to
every living being not as a being that it happens upon, who would have
no means of hearing it, but as the being that the speech of life has engen-
dered in its own generation. What each living being hears by experienc-
ing itself – and no matter what the vicissitudes of this experience may be
– is this Speech of life. Each living being has heard this Speech of life in
the first shudder of his own life, when he experiences himself for the first
time, this Speech of life whose embrace with itself, whose Speech, has
joined him – and forever – to himself in the very emergence of his Self.
Thus, the possibility of hearing the Speech of life is for each living Self
consubstantial with its birth, on the condition of being a Son. Forever do
I hear the noise of my birth. The noise of my birth is the noise of life, the
infrangible silence in which the Speech of Life constantly tells me about
my own life, in which my own life – if I understand the Speech which
speaks in it – constantly tells me the Speech of Life.

Let us summarize. The renewal of the question of language which re-
sults from its connection to the question of phenomenality presents two
successive phases. In the first, we find that, when language is no longer
understood as an autonomous power, all of its characteristics turns out to
be established on the basis of those of the appearing in which it must first
of all make that of which it speaks be seen, its speech consisting in this
making to be seen as such. As long, nevertheless, as this appearing is that
of the world, the phenomenological determination of language will be
imprisoned within the unbreachable limits assigned to the concept of
phenomenality since Greece. Within these limits, the renewal of the ques-
tion of language can only be an apparent renewal. We really see this in
Kojeve’s work which leaves its mark in the French – philosophical, psy-
choanalytical, literary, linguistical, and anthropological – though of the
second half of this century. From the young Hegel to Heidegger, as the
synthesis Kojeve attempts shows, it is the same presupposition, language
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as negation, negativity, abandonment and loss of reality, a presupposition
which extends the reign of its mortuary fascination everywhere.

If the ultimate possibility of the Logos resides in pure phenomenality,
only the apprehension of pure phenomenality in its originary mode of
phenomenalization can indicate the overthrowing of our understanding of
language. Another speech comes then into question, a speech which speaks
otherwise, which says something else, which says it to the one that it gener-
ates in its very speech, who draws from it his condition of living, who has
never been separated from it and cannot be it. The speech of life and not of
death. Truthful speech where reality says itself, unaware of the difference,
the indifference, the lie and annihilation. All the characteristics tradition-
ally attributed to language by the thought of the world are now flotsam and
jetsam. A set of problems which are entirely new emerges.

We are going to limits ourselves to some programmatic remarks.

1. The radical opposition which separates the language of life from the
language of the world does exclude their relation; in fact, it’s the oppo-
site. This relation consists in that the first founds the second, but this
founding would not be possible without there being a relation. We can
form for ourselves a priori an idea of the relation, if we do not lose sight
of the presupposition of a phenomenology of language. Inasmuch as the
language of the world is based on the appearing of the world in which it
shows to us all of what is says, while, in the same way, the Speech of Life
is the Verb, the originary Self in which life reveals itself to itself, it be-
comes obvious that the relation of the two languages conceals the rela-
tion of the two modes of phenomenalization of phenomenality and can be
understood only on the basis of this relation. In order to limit ourselves to
one particular formulation of this immense problem, we can say that every
linguistic intentionality, which intends a transcendent meaning, can re-
late itself to that meaning only on the condition of having already entered
into the possession of itself in the self-donation of the pathos which turns
it into a life. Thus, at the same time as it presupposes the making-see
which defines this linguistic intentionality, it presupposes this originary
revelation in which there is neither intentionality nor seeing, in which
nothing is ever seen.

2. An “example” will be able to emphasise the importance of this found-
ing relation between the two languages. When Marx declares that “ideol-
ogy is the language of real life,” in no way does he want to reduce this life
– hunger, cold, striving, suffering – to the discourse of the ideology. In-
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stead, he asserts that, while this discourse if of another order and is irreal
like the meanings with which it is composed, it is unintelligible in its own
order, and therefore is explained only in its reference to the multiple
modalities of the life of “living individuals.2

3. The immanent relation of life to what we call in an equivocal way its
“expressions” must be carefully distinguished from the intentional rela-
tion of life to the noematic meanings in which life is always allowed to
signify itself. The cry of suffering is an expression of life entirely differ-
ent from a linguistic proposition such as “I’m in pain.” The proposition is
a noematic irreality foreign to the reality of the suffering which it signi-
fies. In contrast, the cry belongs to the immanence of life as one of its
modalities in the same way as the suffering which the cry bears within
itself is one of life’s modalities in the same way as the suffering which
the cry bears within itself if one of life’s modalities. It is true that its
belonging to life can be recognized only if the cry is grasped in its subjec-
tive utterance, as a phonic act of the living body possessing the
phenomenological status of life, and not as a behavior of the objective
body uncovering itself to us in the world.

Would we not however hear this cry resounding in the world like an-
other noise, like finally a proposition thrown in anger by a schoolteacher
at a recalcitrant student? But the cry of suffering does not speak in this
way; it speaks in and through its own pathos; its speech is the speech of
life. We also hear it as a sound which resonates in the proximity or dis-
tance of an “outside,” solely because of the duality of the appearing; we
hear it this way, because, in the exteriority of the world, the noise to which
our corporeality is open in hearing is added over and above to the original
revelation of the suffering which is pulled in tight against itself in its
pathetic flesh and which is striving always in this pathos to free itself
through its cry. The two speeches speak in one same and most simple cry,
because the philosophy of language refers to and is possible only on the
basis of a phenomenology whose radical presupposition is the duplicity
of appearing.

4. The analysis of the speech of life which speaks in its pathos raises still
other problems. We are saying that this speech is the original speech, but
what “origin” means must be specified. In a sense, the speech of suffering
is the origin of the cry which proceeds from it, the cry being second in
relation to the suffering; this secondary status is the case even if its utter-
ance belongs to the same phenomenological milieu as the suffering, in
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this case the milieu of the living body. But, as we have suggested, suffer-
ing itself has nothing original about it; it does not bring itself forward in
its flesh. Because of this, it characterizes our human life; our human life
is a finite life which is given to itself only in the self-donation of absolute
life just as every human Self is joined to itself only in the original Ipseity
of the First Self – of the Verb of this life.

This is why the Verb of life and human speech speak in two different
ways. While human speech is incapable of engendering suffering, in fact,
presupposing it so that our life is always told to us as what we undergo in
a passion stronger than this speech (even if this speech composes the web
of the stronger passion) – the Verb of Life constantly engenders itself in
the self-donation process of this Life inasmuch as it is in the Verb that
Life is revealed to itself. Thus it constantly says, in itself, life before it
says life to all living beings.

If, following the famous prologue of Saint John’s Gospel, we take into
consideration the abyssal assertion according to which “in the beginning
was the Word, the Logos, the Verb, and the Word was made flesh,” that is,
made man, that is, one sole person in the figure of Christ, then the singu-
lar fact that Christ speaks in two ways becomes intelligible. He speaks
the speech of a finite life which speaks of its tiredness, a speech in which
He asks the Samaritan, “give me something to drink”; he also speaks the
speech of the Verb in which absolute Life says itself to itself, with its
radical phenomenological determinations: “before Abraham was, I am”;
“I am . . . the Truth, the Life.”

5. By pursuing the examination of these two ways of speaking – that of the
man Jesus who asks for a pillow on which to lay his head, who weeps over
the death of a friend or over Jerusalem whose destruction he sees across the
centuries, and that of the Verb which says its condition of being the Verb –
we encounter new difficulties. In Christ, the two ways of speaking are
speeches about life. They tell us (the one) about the suffering, the com-
plaints, the despair finally of the man who is making his way towards the
torment of an infamous death and (the other) about the eternal generation
of Life in the Verb, the relation of phenomenologically reciprocal interiority
which unites them. They tell us about Life and the Living, about the Father
and the Son: “Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father in
me?” (John, 14:10).

In the Scriptures, however, these two ways of speaking – as essential as
they are and especially the second – can claim no other status than that of
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being “speeches of the world” in the sense that we have analyzed; they are
propositions, structures of meaning intending each time determinate reali-
ties, meanings and “realities” uncovering themselves to us in the appearing
of the world. In the New Testament, several types of speakers formulate
these propositions. First, there is the Evangelists who recount the story of
Jesus, the principal events and characters connected to this story. Neverthe-
less, the narratives which compose the New Testament are punctuated with
quotation marks. These are then the very speeches of Christ that we hear
and, if Christ is the Verb, we hear the speeches of God. Even when Christ
speaks of himself and of his own condition of being the Verb, the speeches
of God are addressed to humans in the language they use to communicate
among themselves – this language of the world whose ontological insuffi-
ciency is, as we have emphasized, what is most decisive. Therefore, how
would the text of the Evangelist, although it is given as though it were
written by those who directly witnessed or by their disciples, be equal to
proving the truth of what it relates, that these characters, lost for us in the
haze of centuries, have really existed, that these miracles have really taken
place, that Christ has truly pronounced these extraordinary words? But the
problem is more serious if we suppose that these words had been formu-
lated and belong still, let us say, to a language which is incapable of posit-
ing through itself the reality of which it speaks. How would the most decisive
words – “I am the truth” – prove their own truth, namely, that the one who
has pronounced them is himself, in his person, the self-revelation of the
absolute life of God, his Verb?

There is no answer to these questions as long as we remain enclosed in
the proposition according to which we believe that it is language that
gives us access to reality. Language such as we have heard it since al-
ways: the Greek Logos, the appearing of the world in which all that this
language tells us shows itself, in which no life is ever shown. Therefore,
where and how to reach life? Where this life in itself reaches, and in the
way in which it reaches it, in its Speech. In the ageless process in which
life has joined us to ourselves in our Self, by being given to itself in its
Verb. The speech which does all of that, which says all of that, is the
speech which speaks in us by generating us, by revealing us to ourselves
in speech’s self-revelation to itself: it is the Speech of Life.

But what about the Scriptures? Where do they come from, these for-
eign meanings which do not bear in themselves the reality that they sig-
nify no more than they are capable of “creating” this reality from
themselves? What speech has dictated them? But first what do they say?
They say that we are the Sons, that we have been given to ourselves, in
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this Self that we are forever, in the process through which absolute life is
given to itself in its Verb. They say the truth of what the meanings foreign
to reality would not be able to establish. But there in what they say is
what we are. The speech which has constituted these meanings in a hu-
man speech and which has dictated these texts is the Speech of the Life
which speaks in us, which has generated us in our condition of being
Alive. Thus, we hear it, so to speak, twice and we can understand it. We
hear the speech of the Scriptures inasmuch as what the speech which in-
stitutes us in Life self-hears itself in us.

The material phenomenology which offers an entirely new phe-
nomenological bedrock to our conception of language does not only con-
cern the metaphysical destiny of humanity. Or, if you prefer, nothing
escapes from this destiny. Because it consists in its self-revelation, the
Speech of life speaks everywhere where there is life, in its most elemen-
tary modalities. It speaks in the most simple sadness in which Descartes
saw the prototype of the cogitatio, which prohibits us from relating it to
the world, from inserting it into extended body. The exclusive considera-
tion of extended body by contemporary thought and especially by scien-
tific thought developed after Galileo bars our access to the genuine body
and keeps us from conceiving it as having speech, as having the speech of
the life that speaks in every living body. With this language of the body,
that of the spontaneous gestures which accompany everyday life, that of
dance, of mime, of sports, etc., an immense domain uncovers itself for us.
It would be a mistake here to think that the term “language” is merely a
metaphor: a hand given and open arms have an immediate meaning just
as words do. We really see this in the language by which we communicate
with animals which excludes all intellectual meaning. Like the intelli-
gence of ordinary language, the intelligence of this complex language
refers to a phenomenological bedrock, its complexity being based pre-
cisely on the fact that it implies, like the language of the body for exam-
ple, not only the appearing of the world – where the body is an object –
but also the pathetic flesh of our living corporeality. Because it makes the
duality of appearing intervene, the analysis of this language would lead
back to the problems to which we have alluded. In the end, what is at
issue is to reduce the illusion of ordinary language in which the meanings
delivered by ordinary language (whether they are conceptual or practical)
seem to come exclusively from the world and seem to find a sufficient
explanation in the world.

We will get an idea of how far the domain of pathetic language extends
by noting that economy, for example, can be considered in a non-meta-
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phoric way as a language. Are not the “objects” that economy manipu-
lates – the “work” about which economists speak and which they reduce
to a calculable object, consumer goods, use-value, money, prices, capital,
the various taxes on profits, interest, etc. – precisely parameters whose
definition and analysis raise from a science, which is itself objective and
whose “evidence” is carved out unilaterally against the horizon of the
world? But, if, as Marx established, such objects are only ever the prod-
ucts or the substitutes of an action of life, and are subjective like life,
substitutes for the suffering striving of humans, of “their subjective work
force,” of “living work,” as Marx’s last writings repeat impatiently, then
we must address our questions concerning the meaning of this language
called economy, concerning its capacity to say reality or be its denatura-
tion, whether or not it is a delusional ideology, to a primitive Speech, the
Speech of Life.

We should make not only economy but every form of culture be the
object of an interrogation as to whether it can be considered as a lan-
guage. Let us consider painting. Does not painting show us the world and
all of what peoples it? If painting shows us the world, does it not say the
world in its own way? But what exactly does it show us? Beings or their
monstration (for example, space, spatialization, perspective, etc.)? Rather
than singular objects, their way of appearing? Light rather than what is
illuminated? Every great painting sets up this question anew. What do
Turner’s last paintings represent? These landscapes at sunrise reduced to
blinding patches of whiteness; properly speaking, these are not things but
their emergence, their abolition in this emergence itself. Is not the lan-
guage of painting the same as the language that Heidegger entrusts to the
poet, the language which leaves the being destitute in order to say its
advent in presence?

However, if a material phenomenology interrogates the painting con-
cerning its phenomenological bedrock, which has evolved into painting’s
own theme, into what it tries to make be seen or said, then the question
divides in two. Because every speech is also and first that of Life, paint-
ing must paint the invisible. Such was Kandinsky’s astonishing intuition.
Even if today we still take this intuition as circumscribed within the sphere
of abstract painting whose eruption it marks, this does not forbid it from
actually concerning every possible type of painting, the most archaic as
well as the most classical. And this is the case for essential reasons: the
fundamental elements out of which every painting is composed – that is,
color and form – both draw their original, phenomenological material
from life. Color draws its phenomenological material from life by way of
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pure impression (the color spread across the object, the “noematic color,”
being only the pure impression’s projection). Form therefore has a site in
life like color, inasmuch as a form is nothing but the outline of a force; it
draws from life the pathetic dynamism without which there is neither force
nor form.

And, what can say about music? Is it not the immediate expression of
pathos in the sense that a cry can be the immediate expression of suffer-
ing? But not only higher forms of culture provide us with all the illustra-
tions of its profound nature. Is it not the case that, already in its elementary
strata, by means of the diverse modes of existence – by means of cook-
ing, work, leisure, erotism, the relation with others, with the living and
the dead in general – what is said each time is a way in which life says
itself in each living being, a modality of its speech?

In regard to the world itself, would it be paradoxical at this point to see
in it as well a speech of life? Is its ecstatic appearing, however, not the
phenomenological basis of an entirely different language? Have we not
shown that, since it is different from and indifferent to all of what it says,
it turns out to be in principle incapable of positing its reality? But then, it
is this reality which becomes a problem since the unconcealing of world
never takes into account what is unconcealed in it – its content. We have
asked: what if this content has no other provenance than Life? On the one
hand, life, action, the set of human, subjective activities, the living body
which is the seat of action shows itself in the world under the appearance
of external behaviors. In these behaviors, life is constantly hidden, how-
ever, from constituting its unique reality. On the other hand, this very
appearance still owes to life what it appears to be; these colors, these
sounds, these odors, these flavors that we can uproot from nature, as Gali-
leo wanted, only on the condition of returning them to their original real-
ity, to their impressional self-revelation in the pathos of life. World-of-life,
Lebenswelt in a radical sense; it is still life which speaks in the world, in
the world which secretly speaks the language of life to us. Coeli enarrant
gloriam Dei. The world is the speech of God.

Let us dispel one last illusion, which could come about from material
phenomenology itself. Overthrowing the traditional conception of lan-
guage, material phenomenology discovers, let us say, a Speech, which is
older, silent, and ignorant of humans, which was covered over by the
noise of their voices. This is the speech of Life, which says itself in its
pathetic self-revelation, which is in itself its own speech, its Verb. When
classical phenomenology practices the transcendental reflection of the
phenomenological reduction by opposing life to itself in this reflection,
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by putting life outside of itself, by giving it to be seen, by making itself the
“Spectator” of it, classical phenomenology is devoted to the task of redis-
covering this life, but as if life were not saying itself, as if life were not its
own Verb. This counter-direction is carried as far as possible, when Fink
writes: “In the performance of the phenomenological reduction, transcen-
dental life, in producing ‘the Spectator,’ puts itself outside of itself, splits
itself and divides itself. This division is the condition of the possibility
of adventing to itself for transcendental subjectivity.”7

Material phenomenology neither uncovers nor reveals life. The task of
making life advent to itself is really beyond its powers; in order to ac-
complish this, philosophy truly comes too late. We are always already in
life; always already life is given to us by giving us to ourselves in the
pathos of its Speech.

What is phenomenology good for? Material phenomenology exercises
in complete lucidity the power to think apres coup, to meditate on life
(this power that we have also received). Then it is capable of founding the
phenomenological method by proceeding to its radical critique. Husserl
wanted to see and grasp – Sehen und Fassen – life in an apodictic evi-
dence. Unfortunately, there is no possible evidence of transcendental sub-
jectivity because in the divergence of an Outside, in the language of the
world, all life vanishes. Faced with this observation which knocks it off
course, the Husserlian method instinctually substitutes the transcendent
essence of life offered to the sight of intentionality for this singular life
which eludes it, a noematic essence which is at once irreal and given as
irreal. This phenomenology is in mourning for reality. But, there is more.
How can one construct an essence of life, even if the essence is irreal, if
one is unaware of life, if one is in the absence of its reality? On the basis
of its images, by varying them? But, from where do we get the archetype
which will tell us that these images themselves are its replicas?

The material phenomenology which gives speech to Life resolves not
only the problems upon which classical phenomenology came to founder.
If our world pursues everywhere, in a sort of daze, the edification of a
universe of idealities more and more monstrous, the listening to this voice
in the place where it speaks and in the way that it does speak will perhaps
appear to a humanity out of joint with itself and devoted to nihilism as the
unique means of its salvation.
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